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It has been this author’s belief, that most of our Haner of various surname spellings ancestors, who 
came to America, migrated from Germanic Europe directly from Northern Germany; some via 
England or The Netherlands, then eventually to North America.  But this theory might not be 
completely true, since evidence has been uncovered identifying an ancient “Heiner Tribe” located in 
Norway on the border with Sweden, at least by the year 150 AD (CE, Common Era) and possibly 
millenniums before.  So, it’s possible that the Haner of various spellings ancestral line (Haplogroup 
E1b1b1 (M35) shown below, eventually in Europe, into the British Isles may have been via 
Scandinavia (North Germanic), i.e., Norway, Denmark and/or Sweden across the North Sea, east to 
west, and not directly northland from mainland Germanic Europe (Northern Germany, France or The 
Netherlands) to England.  It’s also possible that some ancient Haner ancestral lines traveled from 
Scandinavia to Ireland, then to America, or from Scandinavia to Ireland, to England to America.   
 
Haners, regardless of surname spelling, share a common ancestor with other persons named Haner, 
are shown in the “Hayner” Study at https://www.familytreedna.com.  This author is part of this study, 
which is open to “HAYNER/HAINER/HANER or any variant spellings including: HAYNOR, 
HAINOR, HANOR, HAHNER, HINER, and HEINER, HOEHNER, HOENER and HEANER.”  The 
foundation for this study is based on the life of Johannes Häner, b. 22 January 1675, Storndorf, 
Vogelsbergkreis, Hessen, Germany, d. 1759, Rhinebeck, Dutchess County, NY.  Johannes Häner was 
an immigrant from the Palatine area of Germany, coming to America via England, reaching New 
York in 1709/10.  YDNA shows that Line C., the Henry H. Haynor ancestral line of Ed Haynor 
shares a common ancestor with Johannes Häner, but who and when, is unknown and unproven. 
 

This author has discovered a 
publication called History of the 
Norwegian People, by Knut Gjerset, 
PhD., (Heidelberg), Professor of 
Norwegian Language, Literature and 
History, Luther College, Decorah, 
Iowa, 1915.  This finding might change 
the strict narrative of Haner clans, 
migrating northward from mainland 
Europe to Britain, because of a finding 
by this author of an ancient Tribe 
known as Heiner (Heiðnir) located in 
county Hedmark, Eastern Norway on 
the border with Sweden (see image 
outlined in red on the left). There’s the 
possibility of some Heiner ancestors 
migrating from Nordic Europe 
(Denmark and/or Norway), east to west 
across the North Sea to the British 
Isles; Nordic Europe, east to west to 
Ireland, then to England; Nordic 
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Europe back to mainline Europe and then north to the British Isles by sea; and/or migrating from a 
land bridge from Northern Europe to Britain before this land bridge collapsed thousands of years ago, 
which you’ll read about below.  It’s important to recognize that the History of the Norwegian People, 
is known by most scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of 
civilization as it is known. 
  
The part above in the preceding paragraph which says, “Nordic Europe back to mainline Europe and 
then north to the British Isles,” is cause for further explanation.  In THE FALL OF ROME (150CE-
475CE) SUMMARY, at: https://www.sparknotes.com/history/european/rome4/section3/, it says, 
“The Germanic tribes important to Roman downfall originated in Scandinavia, from which they 
moved south around 1000 BCE (BC).  By 100 BCE (BC) they had reached the Rhine area, and about 
two hundred years later, the Danube Basin, both Roman borders.  The western German tribes 
consisted of the Marcomanni, Alamanni, Franks, Angles, and Saxons (the North Germans coalesced 
as Saxons), while the Eastern tribes north of the Danube consisted of the Vandals, Gepids, 
Ostrogoths, and Visigoths.”  It appears when speaking of Germanic tribes, readers must include 
peoples from Scandinavia during that time period and likely before, when generally it is thought that 
the word “Germanic” might only mean those peoples from mainland Europe, mainly Germany. 
 
One other consideration here, regarding the 
migration of those from this Heiner Tribe to the 
British Isles, is there used to be a land bridge 
between the British Isles and mainland Europe.  It 
is called Doggerland, named in the 1990s, after 
the Dogger Bank (a large sandbank in a shallow 
area of the North Sea about 62 miles off the east 
coast of England, which in turn was named after 
the 17th century Dutch fishing boats called 
doggers). 
 
As described at: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doggerland, and 
pictured on the right, “Doggerland was an area of 
land, now submerged beneath the southern North 
Sea, that connected Britain to continental Europe.  
It was flooded by rising sea levels around 6500–
6200 BC.  Geological surveys have suggested that 
it stretched from Britain's east coast to 
the Netherlands and the western coasts of 
Germany and the peninsula of Jutland (a 
peninsula of Northern Europe that forms the 
continental portion of Denmark and part of 
northern Germany).”  It’s possible this Heiner 
Tribe used this land bridge in order to get to 
Scandinavia, when making their way from the 
Sudan area of Africa starting out about 20,000 
years BCE (shown in the graphic below).  It 
would appear that some members of the Heiner  
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Tribe, would have had the time to use this land bridge before it collapsed and was overtaken by 
floods as they made their way to the British Isles.  Whether some members of the Heiner Tribe of 
this time period used this route to get to the British Isles is unknown. 
 
This Heiner Tribe finding has also been confirmed in a book called A History of the Vikings, by Sir 
Thomas D. Kendrick, originally published in 1930, where it says, “it is thought, the first appearance 
of a Norwegian people, in history, namely the Heiner, or folk of the Hedemark in central Norway.”  
So, does this statement mean the Heiner Tribe was the first or part of the first peoples identified as 
Norwegian?  This finding shown in this book and the book named History of the Norwegian People 
was a finding by Claudius Ptolemy, b. abt. 100 AD, Alexandria, Egypt, d. abt. 165 AD, Alexandria, 
Egypt. 
 
Ptolemy was a Greco-Roman mathematician, astronomer, geographer and astrologer.  Additional 
readings on Ptolemy can be found at:  https://www.famousscientists.org/claudius-ptolemy/, 
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Biographies/Ptolemy.html and 
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ptolemy/Geographer. 
 
For this discussion regarding how a Heiner Tribe with some of its family could have migrated from 
Nordic Europe to the British Isles, across the North Sea or an earlier land bridge, this author is using 
Nordic Europe as meaning from Scandinavian countries of Denmark, Norway, Sweden and or 
Finland.  The History of the Norwegian People and A History of the Vikings, are both used as a 
reference, regarding this discussion.  To lay a foundation, it’s important that we look at the surname 
Haner of all spellings (male) YDNA. 
 

According to FamiltyTreeDNA in the 
YDNA Hayner of all spellings study, 
males tested who were confirmed 
ancestrally linked to each other, including 
this author, share a common YDNA 
ancestor, shown as M-35, on the 37-
marker test.  This led this author to 
discover an M-35 graphic on the left, 
showing this Haner male line of YDNA 
represented by the Haplogroup E1b1b1 
(M35).  Readers will notice that other 
haplogroups, related to or descended 
from Haplogroup E1b1b1 (M35), also 
traveled this path. 
 
According to the International Society of 
Genetic Genealogy (ISOGG) and 
National Geographic’s Genographic 
Project, E1b1b1 likely arose in the Near 
East or the Middle East, and then 
expanded into the Mediterranean with the 
spread of agriculture. 

 

Courtesy of http://www.stclairresearch.com/content/pathE1b1.html 
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Approximately 10% of the men in Spain belong to this haplogroup, as do 12% of the men in northern 
Italy and 13% of the men in central and southern Italy.  Roughly 20% of the men in Sicily belong to 
this group. In the Balkans and Greece, between 20-30% of the men belong to E1b1b1 (M35.1).  
Around 10% of all European men trace their descent to this ancestral line.  In Ireland, 3-4% of the men 
belong; in England, 4-5%; Hungary, 7%; and Poland, 8-9%.  Nearly 25% of Jewish men belong to this 
haplogroup.  Sources: https://www.familytreedna.com and http://e1b1b1-m35.blogspot.com/.  A 
complete discussion of E1b1b1 (M35.1) can be found at: 
http://www.jogg.info/pages/51/files/Lancaster.pdf.  
 
From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Y-chromosomal_Adam, “the common direct paternal ancestor of 
all men alive today was born in Africa between 300,000 and 150,000 years ago.  Dubbed ‘Y-
chromosome Adam’ by the popular press, he was neither the first human male nor the only man alive 
in his time.  He was, though, the only male whose Y-chromosome lineage is still around today.  All 
men, including your (a male person’s) direct paternal ancestors, trace their ancestry to one of this 
man’s male descendants.  The oldest Y-chromosome lineages in existence, belonging to the A00 
branch of the tree, are found only in African populations.”  More information on Y-chromosome 
Adam and other important links, can also be found on the above Wikipedia website. 
 
As readers can see by the M-35 marker graphic shown on the previous page, E1b1b1 (gold color dot) 
starts near present day Sudan about 20,000 years BCE, and the male parent, grandparents, etc., of M-
35 starts earlier, near the horn of Africa, about 24,000 years BCE shown by the red color dot.  The 
E1b1b1 marker then winds its way northward through the Middle East, Turkey, Greece, Italy, 
Switzerland, France, Germany, Denmark, Norway, then to the British Isles.  This last part regarding 
the British Isles, got this author to see that males who later became surnames such as Haner, Hainer, 
Hayner, Haynor, Heanor, Hennor, and Heyner in the British Iles, may not have migrated directly 
from northwestern Germany, France or The Netherlands, where it was first thought they came from, 
but may have actually migrated from northern Denmark and Scandinavian countries of Norway, 
Sweden and Finland, to the British Isles, across the North Sea, east to west, or across the 
aforementioned land bridge. 
 
The Heiner Tribe finding enabled this author to research to see if he could find any Haners of any 
remote spelling in the Scandinavian countries.  Several Haner-type surname spellings have been 
found In the 1600s and 1700s on familysearch.org, such as Hainar, Haineer, Hainoner, Hajnor, 
Hananer, Hanern, Haners, Hännar, Hänner, Hanner, Hännare, Hanniars, Hannor, Hanor, Hanr, Hanrs, 
Hener, Hennar, Hunnar, and Hynner, listed in the countries of Norway, Sweden, Finland and 
Denmark.  Whether any of these surname people’s names are genetically linked through YDNA to 
the Hayner Study at https://www.familytreedna.com, is unknown and only through a YDNA test, 
would uncover. 
 
Research has shown now that Haner-type surnames were found in Western Europe, in the countries 
of Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, The Netherlands and Switzerland, typically spelled as Haner, 
Hahner, Hainer, Hanner, Hayner, Heiner, Hener, Henner, Hoener, Hiner, and Huner, as early as the 
16th Century.  In 1500, the surname Hañer was also found Cartagena, Murcia, Spain.  During the 
same time period as the above Haner spellings were found in mainline Europe, several other spellings 
of Haner, in addition to the above spellings, were found in the British Isles, such as Hainer, Hainoure, 
Hayner, Haynor, Heanor, Henner, Hennor and Heynor.  It’s this author’s belief that now we should 
consider adding these additional Haner-type surnames as listed above which have been identified 
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from Norway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark to the aforementioned list found in Western Europe 
and Great Britain. 
 
In the History of the Norwegian People, listed above, was found seven references to “Heiner,” 
(immediately listed below) a tribe known as of the Chaedini (Chaideinoi), who were a Germanic 
people identified in the Geography (Ptolemy), also see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_(Ptolemy). 
 
History of the Norwegian People (Heiner) References 
 
Pages 25-26 
 
"North of the Orcades lies Thule, of which the western part is in the latitude 63°, o., longitude 29°." 
“— " Geographia," lib. II., ch. III.  "East of the Cimbrian peninsula (the Danish peninsula) there are 
four islands called Scandise; three indeed are small; the middle one is in the latitude 58°, longitude 
41° 30'.  The one which is largest and farthest to the east, near the mouth of the river Vistula, is 
properly called Scandia.  Its western part is inhabited by the Chaideinoi, the eastern part by the 
Phanonai and the Phiraisoi, the southern part is occupied by the Gautai and the Dauchiones, and the 
middle part by the Lenonoi."  — "Geographia," lib. II., ch. XII.  These peoples are unknown, except 
the Gautai, or Gotar, here mentioned for the first time as the inhabitants of Scandinavia, and the 
Chaideinoi or Heiner, the inhabitants of Hedemarken, in eastern Norway.” 
 
Pages 111-113 
 
“SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 
Over against their neighbors, the Swedes and Danes, the Norsemen felt themselves to be a distinct 
people from times which far antedate the beginning of authentic history, but they did not at first 
constitute a united nation.  They consisted of a number of independent tribes, occupying quite well-
defined districts.  The names of many of these tribes are given by Jordanes (discussed later), and 
Procopius says that thirteen tribes live in Scandinavia, the Gautar being the most numerous.  The 
names of Egder, Ryger, Horder, Raumer, Heiner, etc., are still preserved in names of provinces and 
districts in Norway, like Agder, Rogaland, Hordaland, Romerike, and Hedemarken.” 
 
“The tribe consisted of families to whom belonged the greater part of the land, and who, by virtue of 
wealth, influence, and tradition, possessed all religious and political power.  The title to the land was 
held by the head of the family, but the real ownership was vested in all the members jointly.  It was 
called “odel,” see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odelsrett, and the principle seems to have prevailed 
that it could not pass out of the possession of the family.  All the sons shared equally in the 
inheritance, but the old homestead was not divided, but was usually inherited by the oldest son.  The 
younger sons received other portions of the estate, or they sold their interest and sought their fortune 
elsewhere.  The village system did not obtain in Norway, as among the Anglo-Saxons and Germans.  
Each family dwelt on its own separate estate.  In Anglo-Saxon the word tun means town.  In Norse it 
means the place on which the dwelling is located. The people were divided into fylker (O. N. fylki < 
folk = people), and each fylke placed in the field an organized military force under its own 
commander.  The fylker constituted the larger units of the army.  A parallel to this system is found in 
the Anglo-Saxon tribal organization, and, especially, in the division of the tribes into smaller groups: 
East Saxons, South Saxons, West Saxons, North-folk, and South-folk.  The fylke had its own temple, 
and its own thing, or assembly of the people, where suits at law were tried and decided.  The fylke 
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was divided into Iwrcder (O. N. heraS < her — ra5, a military command), which corresponds to the 
hundreds among the Anglo-Saxons, and the centena among the Franks.  This seems to have been a 
district large enough to furnish a hundred x warriors, which formed the unit of military organization.  
The “herse” was the hereditary tribal chieftain, see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristocracy_of_Norway, while the “jarls,” see 
http://www.hurstwic.org/history/articles/society/text/social_classes.htm, had about the same powers 
as petty kings, and ruled over larger districts.  Before *Harald Haarfagre's time most districts were 
governed by kings (Jylkeskonger) who ruled over larger tribes, such as Ryger, Horder, Egder, 
Raumer, etc., but not till after the union of Norway did the king become distinctly superior to the 
jarls.” 
 
* Harald I, byname Haraldr Hálfdanarson, i.e., Harald Fairhair, (Old Norse: Haraldr inn hárfagri; Norwegian: Harald 
hårfagre; b. btw. 850-60 AD, d. btw. 932-40 AD) is portrayed by medieval Icelandic historians as the first King of 
Norway.  According to traditions current in Norway and Iceland in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, he reigned 
from c. 872 to 930. Supposedly, two of his sons, Eric Bloodaxe and Haakon the Good, succeeded Harald to become kings 
after his death. Also see, https://www.ancient-origins.net/history-famous-people/harald-fairhair-0012999, 
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Harald-I-king-of-Norway,and https://avaldsnes.info/en/informasjon/harald-
harfagre/. 
 
“The movement towards a union of independent, but closely related tribes into a pj6S (A. S. peod, 
Goth, piuda), or people, seems to have been well under way, both in Sweden and Denmark, already 
in the early centuries of the Christian era.  Svitiod, the kingdom of the Swedes dwelling around 
Malaren, has already been mentioned, also Gautiod, the Gautar or Gotar, inhabiting the districts 
farther south, about the great lakes Venern and Vettern.  Denmark was united into one kingdom 
under the Skjoldung dynasty prior to 500 a.d.  In Norway, where deep fjords and snow-covered 
mountains made inland travel in early times difficult, and laid great obstacles in the way of closer 
intercourse between the different districts, national unity was effected later and with more difficulty.  
But from very early times the trend of social development towards ultimate union is clearly seen in 
the growing tendency to merge the isolated tribes into larger confederacies, and to adopt for these a 
uniform system of laws which were gradually made operative in larger districts.  The oldest 
confederacy was, probably, that of the Heiner2 (O. N. Heionir [Heiðnir]) dwelling in 
Hedemarken by the great lake Mjosen, in the eastern part of Norway (Lake Mjosa is the largest 
and 4th deepest lake in Norway).  They are mentioned in the O. E. poem "Wfdsith," see 
https://archive.org/stream/analectaanglosa02klipgoog/analectaanglosa02klipgoog_djvu.txt, and the 
runic inscription on the Rokstone in Ostergotland, Sweden, states that, together with Horder and 
Ryger, they (Heiner) made a warlike expedition to *Seeland in Denmark, under a common king.  
Their confederacy must have existed as early as at the time of the birth of Christ, and seems to 
have embraced, besides the Ileiuer (Heiner), also Raumer, Ringer, and Hader in Romerike, 
Ringerike, Hadeland, and other districts.  Together they constituted the Eidsivalag, i.e. the people 
united under a common law called the "Eidsivathingslov."2  The place of the common assembly, or 
thing (Eidsivathing) was Eidsvold, at the lower end of Lake Mjøsa.  The name of the place of 
assembly brought about a change of the name "IleiSscevislog" to Eidsivalag,” see also 
https://www.infoplease.com/encyclopedia/places/north-europe/scandinavia/eidsvoll.” 
 
The first footnote 2 above says, Ptolemy mentions the Finns in the northern part of Scandinavia, the Oautar, or Gotar, in 
the southern part, and the Chaideinoi, or Heiner, in the western part.  See also Alexander Bugge, Norges Historie, vol. I. 
2, 49 ff. 
 
The second footnote 2 says, “The older form is Heittscevislog < Heitfscer, the sea of tho Heiner.” 
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*Seeland “Sjælland” shĕ´lä or Zealand zē´lənd [key], Ger. Seeland, island (1992 pop. 1,976,882), 2,709 sq mi (7,016 sq 
km), E. Denmark, between the Kattegat and the Baltic Sea. Denmark's largest island, it is separated from Fyn by the 
Store Bælt and from Sweden by the Øresund.  Sjælland includes most of Copenhagen, the Danish capital, and the cities of 
Roskilde, Helsingør, Hillerød, Holbæk, Næstved, Køge, and Birkerød. The island is generally low-lying, rising to a 
maximum height of 413 ft (126 m) in the northeast, and has much fertile farmland.  Wheat growing, dairy farming, cattle 
breeding, and fishing are important occupations.  Sjælland's northern shore is indented by the many-branched Isefjord.  
The Store Bælt Bridge , between Sjælland and Fyn islands, links the island to Denmark's mainland. 
 
Page 494 Index 
 
“Chaideinoi (Heiner), inhabitants of Scandia, (page) 25.” 
 
Additional information from the book, History of the Norwegian People 
 
On page one (1) it describes the kingdom of Norway forms a part of the Scandinavian peninsula, 
embracing its mountainous western slope (as of high ridge).  It consists of a rock-bound coast region 
1700 miles in length when measured along the outer belt of rocks.  In the southern part of the country 
is about 260 miles wide, in the northern about sixty miles, though the extreme northern province of 
Finmarken, is considerably wider.  Norway itself is a little larger than the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland. 
 
On page three (3), it says, “Fishing, farming, and cattle raising were the chief occupations from early 
times, and they still continue to be the people’s principal means of subsistence, though many new 
pursuits, such as lumbering, commerce, and manufacturing, have become of great importance in later 
years.”  According to the sagas, “splendidly painted ships with many-colored sails carried fish from 
Norway to England over 1000 years ago, presumedly at least from 800 A.D.”  “Wheat and barley 
were cultivated on the Scandinavian peninsula as early as in the Younger Stone Age, prior to 1500 
B.C.  Oats was introduced in the Bronze Age (1500-500 B.C.), and rye in the Iron Age (after 500 
B.C.).” 
 
On page eight (8), it speaks to how long Scandinavia has been inhabited cannot be fully determined.  
“History, as first recorded came about around 800 A.D., first describes a people far advanced in 
civilization, possessing a high social organization, art, laws, and even some degree of luxury and 
refinement.  No detailed account can be given of the people’s life and development prior to this 
period, but archaeology has been able, through numerous finds of relics of antiquity, to establish 
some important data regarding prehistoric conditions which make it possible to trace in large outlines 
the greater phases of progress and the mode of life.  Iron has been in use in Scandinavia since about 
500 BC., and the period from 500 B.C. to 1050 A.D. is called by archaeologists the Iron Age.  Other 
metals were in use earlier.  Articles of gold, copper, and bronze were brought to Scandinavia from 
southern Europe as early as 2000 B.C.” 
 
On page seventeen (17), it says, “During the pre-Roman period, embracing the earlier centuries of the 
era from about 500 B.C. to the birth of Christ, the influence of the Celtic peoples of Gaul and the 
Alpine region is especially noticeable, but this influence ceased when the Romans, by extending their 
sway over Gaul and Britain, came into direct contact with the Germanic world.  From that time to the 
fall of the Roman Empire the superior Latin civilization exerted a preponderating influence on the 
development and culture in the North.  This period has, therefore, been called the Roman Iron Age.” 
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Also at https://findwords.info/term/chaedini, it says the “The Chaedini (Latinized form) or 
Chaideinoi or Khaideinoi (Greek forms) were a Germanic people that are listed only in the 
Geography of Ptolemy.  He locates them in the west of a large island, Scandia, off the mouth of the 
Vistula River.  Most scholars concur that Scandinavia is meant.” 
 
At https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaedini, it says, “Fortunately, a strong etymology of the word is 
available and is summarized in the American Heritage Dictionary under heath. Chaideinoi is 
identical in form to its English relative, heathen; that is, Indoeuropean *kaito-, “forest, uncultivated 
land” becomes common Germanic *xaiþiz, appearing in *xaiþinaz, “people of the uncultivated land.”  
The exact pronunciation of Chaidein- is not certain, but it must have been close to *xaiþin-; that is, 
Ptolemy’s name is close to common Germanic, even though we don’t know the time from which it 
dates.  No doubt, it much precedes Ptolemy, as he depended on previous sources.  Common 
Germanic *xaiþ- becomes Hed- in the Scandinavian languages.  Possible locations of the Chaideinoi 
have therefore been proposed at Hedemark in Norway or, if the east of Scandia is actually Finland, in 
Dalarna and Gästrikland of Sweden, both of which regions contain a high concentration of Hed- 
names. The descriptive nature of the name gives us clue as why they do not appear in such strong 
sources as Tacitus (Publius Cornelius Tacitus was a senator and a historian of the Roman Empire). 
Tacitus is considered to be one of the greatest Roman historians, see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tacitus). They must have had one or more other names, reflecting 
ethnic or political organization. As used, Chaideinoi would be synonymous with a possible meaning 
of mannaz as “country people” (see also mannus).” 
 
So, how do the names Chaedini, Chaideinoi, Khaideinoi or names Chattuarii, Chasuarii, 
Hetwara (Germans) found at 
https://www.historyfiles.co.uk/KingListsEurope/BarbarianChattuarii.htm, come to mean Heiner?  
The best explanation this author has found, is in a book called Our Forefathers, Volume 2: The 
Gothonic Nations, by Gudmund Schutte, originally published in 1933.  This book is a manual of the 
ethnography of the Gothic, German, Dutch, Anglo-Saxon, Frisian and Scandinavian peoples.  This 
author could not find the book available on-line.  But was able to find several references of the 
Chaideinoi and “Heinir” in this book listed on Google Books, which allows a person access to some 
pages.  The references are as follows, word for word within “quotes,” from the original text: 
 
SCANDINAVIAN OR NORTH GOTHONIC SUB-GROUP, page 347 
 
There is a discussion of syncope, as defined as the contraction or the shortening of a word by 
omitting sounds, syllables or letters from the middle of the word, such as bos'n for the word 
“boatswain.”  It says on this page that, “It is, as a matter of fact, a strange coincidence that the word 
appears in just that part of Scandinavia which seems to have been the home of the Erules.  But it is 
almost inconceivable that a medial, non-stressed u could have escaped the effect of that Scandinavian 
law of syncope which appears in such cases as Heröar < Harudes, Proendr < prówende, Heinir< 
Chaideinoi, Vindr< Venethi.  However, the form järel may perhaps agree better with Scandinavian 
sound laws, and Elgqvist suggests that järul might be due to imitation of the words djävul 'devil', and 
värul) 'were-wolf'.” 
 
SCANDINAVIAN OR NORTH GOTHONIC SUB-GR0UP, page 385 
 
It says on this page, “§ 266. Ethnic Position. 
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The Gauts at the beginning of their history seem to have occupied a position co-ordinate with that of 
the Sviones, Danir, etc.  However, their importance was declining and therefore there is not much 
evidence, and that not very clear, concerning their ancient rank. 

1. Ptolemny, II, 11, § 16, co-ordinates the Gauts with the Chaideinoi who represent, in our 
opinion, the Norwegian branch.” 
 

SCANDINAVIAN OR NORTH GOTHONIC SUB-GROUP, pages 422-423 
 
“The following synopsis enumerates the tribes within the separate juridical associations.  For the sake 
of convenience the literature concerning the tribal history is also given here, as the space does not 
allow this history to be recorded separately.” 
 
“The literature is chiefly supplied by Docent Gust. Indrebö.” 
 
“A. Heiösevieping, comprising Nos. 1-6.” 
 
Author’s Note: Only No. 1, of 1-6 listing is shown below as pertaining to Heinir. 
 
“1. *0.N. Heinir (Sighvatr, Hskr. 1, 77); Norw. Heidmarkingar; 0.E. Hæönas (Widsith, L. 81); Gr. 
Xaidcvoí (Ptolemy, second century A.D.). Adj.: O.N. heiöskr, heinverskr. Sylki: O.N. Heidr (? 
Hornklofi, Glymdrápa, str. 2, Heinafylki, Heiö-mqrk; Norw. Heid-mark, Hed-mark, Hede-marken. 
Temple: O.N. Hein-hof; Norw. Henu. Juridical aseociation: 0.N. Heiö-seevis-ping.  The Heinir are 
the 'people of the heath'.  We do not agree with Svensson who denies that the ancient Chaideinoi are 
Norwegians and removes them to some unnamed heath of Eastern Sweden (cp. § 279, introduction). 
Wadstein proposes to identify them with the Finn-(h)jaithae of Jordanes.” 
 
Author’s Note: *O.N. meanings from above = Old Norse.  At: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Norse, Old Norse was 
a North Germanic language which was spoken by inhabitants of Scandinavia and their overseas settlements, of 
Greenland, Iceland, the Faroe Islands, Great Britain, Ireland and Normandy, from about the 9th to the 13th centuries.  
The Old Norse language evolved from the Proto-Norse language spoken from around the 2nd to the 8th centuries. 
 
At: http://www.gutenberg.org/files/39521/39521-h/39521-h.htm, says, “Heathen,” i.e. the people of 
the heath or open country, would thus be a translation of the Latin paganus, pagan, i.e. the people of 
the pagus or village, applied to the dwellers in the country where the worship of the old gods still 
lingered, when the people of the towns were Christians (but see Pagan for a more tenable explanation 
of that term).  On the other hand it has been suggested (Prof. S. Bugge, Indo-German. Forschungen, 
v. 178, quoted in the New English Dictionary) that Ulfilas may have adopted the word from the 
Armenian hetanos, i.e. Greek ἔθνη, tribes, races, the word used for the “Gentiles” in the New 
Testament.  Gentilis in Latin, properly meaning “tribesman,” came to be used of foreigners and non-
Roman peoples, and was adopted in ecclesiastical usage for the non-Christian nations and in the Old 
Testament for non-Jewish races.” 
 
Author’s Note: This author feels compelled to attempt to explain what 'people of the heath' might have meant regarding a 
Heiner/Heinir/Hœnir Tribe, particularly before the advent of Christianity.  It would be very easy to misinterpret and/or 
compare a tribe or clan were 'people of the heath' in today’s terms, since many persons would likely assume a modern 
interpretation including idol worship or the practice of witchcraft.  Evidence indicates this Heiner/Heinir/Hœnir Tribe in 
Germania existed well before the birth of Christ, inhibiting this type of negative comparison.  Much of the time this 
author was researching what 'people of the heath' might mean, most sources he found, 'people of the heath' meant 
“heathen.”  The original word “heathen” meant, people of the heath or moor.  Moor and heath are defined at: 
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/moor, as a tract of open, peaty, wasteland, often overgrown with heath, common in 
high latitudes and altitudes where drainage is poor; heath.  So, as how 'people of the heath' or heathen would apply to 
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this ancient Heiner/Heinir/Hœnir Tribe, it likely meant as a tribe/people who dwelt in high latitudes and altitudes.  This 
meaning is very consistent with many forms of the Haner surname spelling such as: Hainoure, Heanor, Heiner, Heinir, 
Hennor and Hœnir meaning hēan (the dative form of hēah) and ofer, and means "[place at] the high ridge. 
 
§279. Ethnic Position, pages 431-432 
 
“Ptolemy’s Chaideinoi, II, 11, §16, represent the western tribes of Scandia, in a position equivalent 
to that of the Goutai, i.e. Gauts (The MS Vatic. 191 from a probably post-Ptolemaic source adds the 
Finns, another name of high ethnic rank.).  There can be no doubt that Ptolemy’s source contained 
exclusively or chiefly nations of a rank equal to that of the Gauts, and we must reject Svensson’s 
suggestion, Namn och Bygd, 1919, 8 and 11, that these Chaideinoi in Western Scandia are to be 
taken as the otherwise unknown inhabitants of some unnamed ‘heath’ in Eastern Sweden.  
Wadstein’s identification of Chaideinoi and Finn- (haithae (Minnesskrift utg. Av Filol. Samfundet i 
Göteborg, 1925, 195) is more plausible.  The Finnhaithae are situated on the western side of Southern 
Scandinavia, and Jordanes mentions them as a tribe.  But the phonetic identity of Chaideinoi and 
0.N. (Old Norse) Heinir is a fact which it is difficult to account for unless the two names refer to the 
same people, and it is usually regarded as conclusive.  And we also believe that the ‘Heath’ of the 
Heinir is more important than Wadstein admits.  It is true the importance of this region is almost too 
much emphasized by Ptolemy, if we accept the usual interpretation, for the Chaideinoi are the only 
representatives of Norway in classical times and their name would here be a synonym for 
‘Norwegians’.  But, as a matter of fact, there seem to be several arguments which might explain how 
it came to pass that the region of the Heinir obtained such a prominence in early times.” 
 
“The Norwegian ‘Heath’, Hornklofi’s Heiðr (?), later called Heiðmork, extending along the large 
lake of Mjgrs, is one of the most fertile provinces of Norway.1” 
 
“Its inhabitants appear in one of the earliest mediaeval sources that mention people from this country, 
viz. Widsith; they are there accompanied by three other Norwegian tribes only, and consequently 
occupy a rather privileged position.  When the Yngling dynasty 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yngling) emigrates from Sweden to Norway, it first establishes itself in 
Heiðmork.  Moreover, one of Norway’s juridical associations, Heiðsevisping, obviously originates in 
this province.  It is the only ping which reflects a tribal individuality; the other three are called after 
ordinary place names (Borgar-, Gula-, and Frostuping).  Again, one of the first old Norwegian tribal 
names to be enlarged with the South Gothonie element verjar, later so popular in Norway, is Heinir > 
Hein-verjar.  Finally, we must consider the ancient place name Hein-hof in the neighbouring 
province of Romerike, the ‘temple of the ‘Heinir’.  This use of the tribal name combined with the 
element ‘temple’ seems to be almost unique in Norway; Magnus Olsen, Hedenske Kultminder, has 
only one additional example from Norway, Vosse-vangen, p. 132, which is secondary (for an earlier 
Vangr2), and he asks, p. 222 footnote: ‘should Heinhof… be explained as an indication of a religious 
expansion from the Heiðmork?  Among the other Scandinavians also, such a use of a tribal name is 
extremely rare and always seems to imply sacrificial relations of the highest importance; cp. The ring 
called Svia-gris, the most holy jewel of the Sviones, and the stone Dane-ryge in Jutland, the 
coronation stone of the Danish kings. (Cp. Further the Gothic golden ring from Pietroassa with the 
inscription: ‘Gutaniowi hailag’.)” 
 
1The name need not mean ‘region with heather’.  In the Danish islands Zealand and Funen it is used to indicate central 
and fertile plains.  Svensson certainly objects that the distribution of archaeological finds does not show the presence of a 
dense population in the older Iron Age.  Cp. Namn och Bygd, 1919, 6. 
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INDEX information regarding Heinir and Chaideinoi, page 459 
 
Heitsaæviaping, jurisdiction of the Heinir in Norway 421, 423. 
Heinhof, temple of the Heinir, q.v. 
Heinir, Norwegian tribe=Chaideinoi, q.v. 
 
Author’s Note: The abbreviation q.v. from above stands for quod vide, “for which see elsewhere.”  It is used in notes 
after a word or phrase to indicate that more information can be found about the topic somewhere else in the current 
work. 
 
Additional Confirmation of Ptolemy’s Work 
 
In the publication titled, Between Tribe and Kingdom – People, Land, and Law in Scandza AD 500–
1350 by Frode Iversen, at file:///C:/Users/Owner/Downloads/4_Between_Tribe_and_Kingdom_-
_People_Land_and_Law_.pdf, says on page 17, “Jordanes (a Gothic 6th-century Eastern Roman 
bureaucrat who became an historian later in life) was not very impressed by Ptolemy, who he claimed 
only knew seven groups in Scandia – the largest of Ptolemy’s four Scandiae Insulae (Σκανδίαι νῆσοι). 
By comparison, Jordanes lists 20 groups. The transmission of Ptolemy’s lost manuscripts and his 
view of the north are so distorted that most of his Scandia-groups cannot be identified with certainty.” 

 
“According to Thorsten Andersson* (2009:24), only 
the Chaideinoi (Χαιδεινοί) west in Scandia and the 
Gutae (Γοῦται) in the south are likely to be 
identified respectively with the Heinir (Hedmark, 
Norway) and the Geats (Götaland, Sweden 
=Västergötland and Östergötland). The other four 
Scandiagroups of Ptolemy, the Phauonai (Φαυόναι) and 
Phiraisoi (Φιραῖσοι) (east on Scandia), the Daukiones 
(Δαυκίωνες) (south) and the Levoni (λευῶνοι) (in the 
centre) remain in the dark.” 
*Journal of Northern Studies, 2 • 2009, pp. 131–155. 
 
On page 282 of the above publication, Between Tribe 
and Kingdom – People, Land, and Law in Scandza AD 
500–1350, it displays a map under the title, B: 
Rulership in First-Millennium Scandinavia, as 
illustrated on the right. 
 
On page 296 of the same publication listed in the 
previous paragraphs says, “Within the later 
Borgarthing law area, the Vikverir of Vingulmark and 
Vestfold and the Grener may have cooperated from an 
early time in terms of law and thing. After negotiations 
between King Óláfr Haraldsson and the thing in 
Ranrike, the people of Ragnaricii (Ranrike) and the 
Euagre Otingis (Ö-gröter south in Ranrike) were merged into what became the new Borgarthing law 
province around AD 1016. According to skaldic poetry, there were four or five petty kingdoms in 
Upplǫnd in the early 11th century, in the later Eidsivathing law area. Judging by the distribution of 

 
282 B: Rulership in First-Millennium Scandinavia. 
Fig. 4.12: Hillforts and KDE values. Illustration: I. 

T. Bøckman and F. Iversen, MCH. 
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graves, the Hæðnum (the Heinir of Hedmark) were the largest inland tribe of southern Norway. 
The location of the royal manors in the inland of eastern Norway indicates a location central to the 
routes in and out of the valleys, the bottlenecks of these landscapes, while in the Borgarthing area the 
manors are located by the sea.” 
 
Additional Findings on the Heiner Tribe 
 
In A Comprehensive Outline of World History, at: 
https://cnx.org/contents/s1uw7qX4@3.1:jdNBkcQC@2/Europe-A-D-101-to-200, it says, “In A.D. 
150 Ptolemy, the Egyptian scientist wrote about several far northern tribes, including the Goestoi 
(also Gautor and Geatas) and the Chaideinoi, who were probably the Norwegian Heidnir.” 
 
At: https://www.historyfiles.co.uk/KingListsEurope/BarbarianGermanics.htm, it states that, “The 
Germanic tribes seem to have originated in a homeland in southern Scandinavia (Sweden and 
Norway, with the Jutland area of northern Denmark, along with a very narrow strip of Baltic 
coastline). *They had been settled here for over two thousand years following the Indo-European 
migrations.  Certainly, tradition maintained by the Goths stated that they had migrated from a 
homeland in this region.  In the early first century AD, Pliny and Strabo describe the Teutones as 
inhabiting central Denmark, forming a group known as the Ingaevones with the Chauci and 
the Cimbri.  'Ingaevones' itself may be a derivative of the later Angles, who may have been part of 
the same collective, along with the Jutes (both tribes occupied the southern Baltic coast at this time, 
immediately east of the Saxons).  Another early grouping or culture was that of the Irimones, which 
was situated further to the east, between the rivers Oder and Elbe. The third grouping was that of the 
Istvaeones, located on the Rhine and around the Weser.  All three of these early terms for tribal 
collectives fell out of use as individual tribes came to be known.” 
 
* Several references indicate that the beginning of the Indo-European migrations started in about 6000 BC and ended in 
about 1000 BC, see https://www.historyfiles.co.uk/KingListsFarEast/AsiaIndoEuropeans.htm and 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-European_migrations. 
 
At: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hedmarken, it describes “Hedmarken (known as Hedemarken until 
2003) is a traditional district in the county of Hedmark in Eastern Norway.”  Halfway down this page 
it states, “The Old Norse form of the name was Heiðmǫrk.  The first element is heiðnir, the 
name of an old Germanic tribe and is related to the word heið, moorland.  The last element 
is mǫrk 'woodland, borderland, march.”  "In Hedmarken" is translated på Hedmarken—literally "on 
Hedmarken.” 
 
In the publication, In Northern Mists, Arctic Exploration in Early Times, Vol. I, by Fridtjof Nansen, 
published 1911, has several references to the word “Heiðnir, Heinir or Heiner.”  In Chapter IV, it 
says “The "Chæedini" must be the Norwegian "Heiðnir" or "Heinir," whose name is preserved in 
Heiðmork, Hedemarken [cf. Zeuss, 1837, p. 159; Much, 1893, p. 188; Müllenhoff, 1900, p. 497].  
This is the first time that an undoubtedly Norwegian tribe is mentioned in known literature.”  Also, in 
this chapter it says, “Ptolemy mentions seven tribes in Scandia.”  In another source at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hilleviones#cite_ref-4, “According to Ptolemy. Geog. II.II.XI.16, they 
(tribes) were: Chaidenoi, Phavonai, Phiraisoi, Phinnoi, Goutai, Daukiones and Leuonoi.” 
 
Also, in Chapter IV, In Northern Mists . . . it says, “It has been thought that "Suetidi" may be from 
the same word as "Svipjoa"; but as Jordanes has already mentioned the Svear ("Suehans"), and as the 
name accurs among the Norwegian tribes, and there is evidently a certain order in their enumeration, 
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Müllenhoff may be right in seeing in it a corruption of a Norwegian tribal name.  He thinks that 
"Othsuetidi" may be a corruption of "AÆthsævii," i.e., "Eiðsivar" (cf. Eidsivathing), "Heiðsævir" or 
"Heiðnir" in Hedemarken, who were certainly a very tall people.  The mention of the Norwegian 
warriors has a certain interest in that it is due to the Roman statesman Cassiodorus (or his authority), 
who glorified the Goths and had no special reason for praising the Northmen.  It shows that even at 
that time our northern ancestors were famed for courage and bodily size, and that too above all other 
Germanic peoples, who were highly esteemed by the Romans.  It is not clear whether Rodulf was 
King of the "Ranii" (Raumer?) alone, or of all the Norwegian tribes from Grenland to Romsdal.  It 
may be supposed that he was a Norwegian chief who migrated south through Europe at the head of a 
band of warriors, composed of men from the tribes mentioned, and that finally on the Danube, hard 
pressed by other warlike people, he sought alliance and support from the mighty king of the Goths, 
Theodoric or Tjodrik (Dietrich of Berne).  This may have been just before 489, when the latter made 
his expedition to Italy.  Many circumstances combine to make such a hypothesis probable.” 
 
Again in Chapter IV, In Northern Mists . . . it also says, “Sophus Bugge [cf. 1910, pp. 87 ff., see also 
A. Bugge, 1906, pp. 35 f.] has suggested that the "Rafuifr," who is mentioned in the runic inscription 
on the celebrated Rok-stone in Ostergotland (of about the year 900), in which Theodoric ("piaurikr ") 
is also mentioned, may he (be) the same Norwegian chief Rodulf, who came to Theodoric and who 
fell in battle with the Langobards. He even regards it as possible that it is an echo of this battle which 
is found in the inscription, where it is said that ‘twenty kings lie slain on the field’; in that case the 
battle has been moved north from the Danube to ‘Siulunt’ (i.e., Sealand).  There are other 
circumstances which agree with this: it is said of the Eruli that they had peace for three years before 
the battle [cf. Procopius]; on the Rok-stone it is stated that the twenty kings stayed in Siulunt four 
winters; the latter must have been Norwegian warriors of different tribes: Ryger, Horder, and Heiner 
(from Hedemarken), perhaps under a paramount king Rai^ulfr, who settled in Sealand—while the 
Eruli were bands of northern warriors, who under a king Rodulf had established themselves on the 
north bank of the Danube.  Bugge's supposition may be uncertain, but if it be correct it greatly 
strengthens the view (see p. 145) that the Eruli were largely Norwegian warriors, since in that case 
the king of the Eruli, Rodulf (= RaJulfr), would have been in command of tribes for the most part 
Norwegian: Ryger, Horder, and Heiner.” 
 

Finally, in the same publication, there is an 
illustration, which is shown on the left, by 
Jordanes of the more important tribal names in 
southern Scandinavia.  Readers will note that the 
Heiðnir Tribe is featured, which this author 
circled in red.  At 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordanes, it states 
“also written Jordanis or, 
uncommonly, Jornandes, was a Gothic 6th-
century Eastern Roman bureaucrat who became 
an historian later in life.  Jordanes 
wrote Romana, about the history of Rome, but 
his best-known work is his Getica, which was 
written in Constantinople about 551 AD.  Along 
with Isidore of Seville's Historia Gothorum, it is 
one of only two extant ancient works dealing 
with the early history of the Goths.” 
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In A History of the Vikings, by Sir Thomas D. Kendrick, re-published in 1968, says, under the 
headline titled, Ptolemy on page 70, “These queer-sounding and unexpected tribal names have been 
the subject of much speculation. The only reasonably certain identification is that of the Finnoi with 
the Lapps, for in this instance there is a wealth of corroborative evidence from other sources: but as to 
the rest of the tribes mentioned, it has been found exceedingly difficult to connect them with any 
peoples named elsewhere in history, or even, as a last resort, with place-names.  It is, however, 
common ground that the Goutai must be either the Goths of Gétaland or the inhabitants of the island 
of Gotland, and the mention of the Chaideinoi in this passage has been allowed to attract 
considerable sentimental interest as being, it is thought, the first appearance of a Norwegian 
people in history, namely the Heiner, or folk of the Hedemark in central Norway.” 1 
 
1 Notes Pliny, N.H., XXXVII, 35. It is sometimes said that the Guiones of Pytheas, the tribe in question, lived in Jutland; 
his amber-island Abalos may be Heligoland. See M. Cary and E. Warmington, The Ancient Explorers, London, 1929, p. 
38. 
 
Hedmarken or Hedemark, from above is described at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hedmarken, 
states that, “The Old Norse (was a North Germanic language that was spoken by inhabitants of 
Scandinavia and their overseas settlements from about the 9th to the 13th centuries) form of the name 
was Heiðmǫrk. The first element is heiðnir, the name of an old Germanic (the Germanic peoples 
were an ethnolinguistic group of Northern European origin identified by Roman-era authors as 
distinct from neighbouring Celtic peoples, and identified in modern scholarship as speakers, at least 
for the most part, of early Germanic languages) tribe and is related to the word heið, moorland 
(moorland or moor is a type of habitat found in upland areas in temperate grasslands, savannas, and 
shrublands and montane grasslands and shrublands biomes, characterised by low-growing vegetation 
on acidic soils). The last element is mǫrk 'woodland, borderland, march' (in medieval Europe, a 
march or mark was, in broad terms, any kind of borderland, as opposed to a notional ‘heartland’. 
More specifically, a march was a border between realms, and/or a neutral/buffer zone under joint 
control of two states, in which different laws might apply. In both of these senses, marches served a 
political purpose, such as providing warning of military incursions, or regulating cross-border trade, 
or both). (See also Telemark and Finnmark.) "In Hedmarken" is translated på Hedmarken—literally 
"on Hedmarken." 
 
Heiðnir, the name of an old Germanic tribe listed above at: 
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/hei%C3%B0inn, appears to mean “pagan, heathen,” (a person who 
does not follow a Christian religion or an uncultured or uncivilized person).  Although at: 
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/h%C3%A6%C3%BEen, means “Old Norse heiðr (honour, bright, 
moor).”  This author suggests that the Heiner Tribe finding, if true, may have been part of our 
ancient kinfolk, traveled from Sudan/Middle East, starting out about 20,000 BCE, eventually making 
their way northward, establishing themselves in Scandia (modern Norway) as well as Germanic 
Europe during their travels before and after reaching Scania, well before Christ and the formalization 
of the Christian religion.  Therefore, under this context, the Heiðnir couldn’t have followed a 
Christian religion, since Christianity did not exist at the time and that the Heiner Tribe were 
uncultured and uncivilized country people, but to have existed that long, must have had some 
incredible form of social organization, persistence, and intelligence to have made this incredible 
journey over thousands of years. 
 
At: https://wikivisually.com/wiki/Germanic_peoples, it states, “a Proto-Germanic (Proto-Germanic 
developed from pre-Proto-Germanic into three branches during the first half of the first millennium 
of the Common Era [a millennium spanning the years 1 to 1000]: West Germanic, East Germanic 
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and North Germanic, which however remained in contact over a considerable time, especially 
the Ingvaeonic languages [including English], which arose from West Germanic dialects and 
remained in continued contact with North Germanic) population is believed to have emerged during 
the Nordic Bronze Age (a period of Scandinavian prehistory from about 1700–500 BC (BCE), which 
developed out of the Battle Axe culture (comprises a broad archaeological horizon of Europe 
between about 2900 BCE (BC) – 2350 BCE (BC), thus from the late Neolithic, through the Copper 
Age, and ending in the early Bronze Age) in southern Scandinavia. During the Iron Age various 
Germanic tribes began a southward expansion at the expense of Celtic peoples, which led to centuries 
of sporadic violent conflict with ancient Rome, it is from Roman authors that the term "Germanic" 
originated. The decisive victory of Arminius at the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest in 9 CE (common 
era after Christ, also known as AD) is believed to have prevented the eventual Romanization of the 
Germanic peoples, and has therefore been considered a turning point in world history. Germanic 
tribes settled the entire Roman frontier along the Rhine and the Danube, and some established close 
relations with the Romans, often serving as royal tutors and mercenaries, sometimes even rising to 
the highest offices in the Roman military. Meanwhile, Germanic tribes expanded into Eastern 
Europe, where the Goths subdued the local Iranian nomads and came to dominate the Pontic Steppe 
(is the vast steppeland [grass-land plains] stretching from the northern shores of the Black Sea in 
antiquity as far east as the Caspian Sea, from Dobruja in the northeastern corner of Bulgaria and 
southeastern Romania, through Moldova and eastern Ukraine across Russian Northern 
Caucasus, Southern and lower Volga regions to western Kazakhstan, simultaneously launching sea 
expeditions into the Balkans and Anatolia as far as Cyprus (officially the Republic of Cyprus, an 
island country in the Eastern Mediterranean and the third largest and third most populous island in 
the Mediterranean, located south of Turkey, west of Syria and Lebanon, northwest 
of Israel and Palestine, north of Egypt, and southeast of Greece.” 
 
In the publication The Concise Dictionary of World Place-Names, 4th edition by John Everett-Heath, 
published Hedmark, Norway (Hedemarkens) “A county with a name derived from the previous Norse 
name Heiðmgrk.  Heiðnir was the name of an old Germanic tribe while m rk indicated a "borderland' 
or "march. This county borders Sweden to the east. The present name (Hedemarken) was adopted in 
1919. 
 
In the Anglo-Saxon Verse-Book, written by Walter John Sedgefield, Manchester: The University 
Press; 1922, says on page 136, “81. Hæðnum, the O.N. Heiðnir, who dwelt in Heiðmork, between 
Norway and Sweden.”  The publication In the Anglo-Saxon Verse-Book contains Old English 
poetry from about the years 450-1100 AD (CE) in which the most representative and original parts on 
our earliest poetic literature are brought together. 
 
Also, as suggested above, “history, as first recorded came about around 800 A.D.,” therefore 
information passed on before that time period, generally came in the form of mythology, storytelling 
(sagas) and poems.  Unfortunately, this author believes that many people define a myth or mythology 
as “make believe,” when actually, this is a misconception.  At: https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-
difference-between-Mythology-and-History, describes a very interesting discussion of the differences 
between mythology and history.  It suggests, “before defining the term "mythology" one needs to 
define the meaning of the word "myth." The word itself comes from the Greek "mythos" which 
originally meant "speech" or "discourse" but which later came to mean "fable" or "legend." The word 
‘myth’ is defined as “a story of forgotten or vague origin, basically religious or supernatural in 
nature, which seeks to explain or rationalize one or more aspects of the world or a society.” 
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The above citing goes on to say, “All myths are, at some stage, actually believed to be true by the 
peoples of the societies that used or originated the myth.  Some myths describe some actual historical 
event, but have been embellished and refashioned by various story tellers over time so that it is 
impossible to tell what really happened.  In this last aspect myths have a legendary and historical 
nature.”  
 
The author suggests a person must be skeptical of findings based on mythology, since its definition is 
based on folklore consisting of narratives, poems or stories that played a fundamental role in an early 
society/culture, shared by a particular group of people.  It encompasses the traditions common to that 
culture, subculture or group, such as foundational tales or origin myths.  The main characters in 
myths can be gods, demigods or supernatural humans.  Stories of everyday human beings, although 
often of leaders of some type, are usually contained in legends. 
 
Now using this thought from above of “Stories of everyday human beings, although often of leaders 
of some type, are usually contained in legends,” the Norse God Hoenir found in Norse mythology 
could have been based on a real person, referencing a legend or tradition of Norse Mythology, well 
before the written word.  It’s ironic that finding the tribe Heiðnir, (in its various spellings), who 
dwelt in Heiðmork ("[place at] the high ridge,” between Norway and Sweden, possibly several 
thousand years before Christ, aka, Heiner as found in the Geography of Ptolemy and shown earlier as 
a tribe of the first Norwegians in several aforementioned publications, is quite similar to the spelling 
of the Norse God Hoenir as found in Norse mythology at: https://www.norron-
mytologi.info/english/haenirandlodur.html, https://www.nordicnames.de/wiki/H%C5%93nir and 
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ragnar%C3%B6k. 
 
Readers might find the above thought preposterous, but this author believes that if the Heiðnir Tribe 
finding in Norway is true, there may have been some connection, somehow long ago, between the 
Heiðnir Tribe and the Norse God Hoenir found in Norse mythology, since Norse mythology is 
based on the body of myths of the North Germanic peoples, stemming from Norse paganism and 
continuing after the Christianization of Scandinavia, and into the Scandinavian folklore of the 
modern period.  An important question comes to mind, how would the ancient Heiðnir Tribe have 
based or determined their existence, if not somehow from ancient history passed down by elders of 
their recollection, storytelling or mythology of the Norse God Hoenir? 
 
Does the surname Hayner, Haplogroup E1b1b1 (M35), mean Viking or Norman Ancestry? 
 
Likely not, but not impossible.  At 
https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/vi
kingydna/about/results, says that “The 
Viking Y-DNA Project currently exhibits 
a slight bias towards haplogroup I1 
(pronounced eye/one) given the 
geographical range of the Vikings roughly 
corresponding to the geographical core of 
I1.  Make no mistake, not all I1 were 
Vikings and not all Vikings were I1. 
Other haplogroups as (such as G2, N, R1a, 
and R1b), that form part of ‘the Viking  
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thumbprint’.”  Since the Hayner, Haplogroup is “E,” there would appear no genetic relationship.  At 
https://livingdna.com/blog/viking-heritage adds some confusion though, since “Vikings didn’t belong 
to any single nation anyway, they were Scandinavian colonies who spoke Norse, worshipped in a 
shared way, shared the same values and culture, and lived between 793-1066 AD.  Although “I1 
exists predominantly in Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, as well as Iceland, and also in smaller 
numbers in Finland,” there could have been intermarriages between Viking men and Hayner women 
or Hayner men and Viking women, especially in Britain since the Vikings first invaded Britain in 793 
AD, which reign lasted until 1066 when William the Conqueror became King of England after the 
Battle of Hastings.  It’s also possible that most of the Heiner Tribe moved south from Scandinavia 
into the German mainland, where the most varieties of Haner surnames are found today, well before 
the reign of the Vikings or Normans.  In this case, they may not have any contact with the Vikings or 
Normans, see illustration above/right.  Notice the grey area in central Europe, since it appears that the 
Vikings or Normans didn’t have much presence there, but they did have a presence in England, 
Ireland and Scotland, particularly in the 9th century. 
 
So What Happened to the Heiner Tribe? 
 
It’s not known for sure what happened to the Tribe itself in Norway, although it appears many Haner-
type surnames survived in Scandinavian countries, at least into the 1600s and 1700s.   Although we 
do know that the YDNA, represented by Haplogroup E1b1b1 (M35), in the Hayner Study, appears to 
have been spread throughout greater Western Europe and somewhat to the British Isles too, before 
and after the Heiner Tribe finding.  Likely wars and pestilence took its toll on the Haner clan, but it 
did survive to eventually make it to North America.  And as we learned earlier, it appears as though 
the Heiner Tribe, at least some of them, migrated south from Norway as they joined other tribes in 
keeping the Romans at bay as described earlier at the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest in 9 CE.  They 
also could have been dispersed or driven out by the Yngling dynasty supposedly, invaders from 
Sweden, sometime before 800 AD or by Harald Hårfager (Fairhair) supposedly, the first king of 
Norway after 800 AD. 
 
One major factor this author found that likely had a profound effect on our Haner clan and its 
numbers, was known as the “Late Antique Little Ice Age,” which was a long-lasting Northern 
Hemisphere cooling period in the 6th and 7th century AD, during the period known as late antiquity.  
It started in about the year 536 AD and lasted to about 660 AD.  An article titled, 125-year mini ice 
age linked to the plague and fall of empires, at https://www.newscientist.com/article/2076713-125-
year-mini-ice-age-linked-to-the-plague-and-fall-of-empires/, describes three devastating volcanic 
eruptions in 536, 540 and 547 AD.  Another great read titled, Why 536 was ‘the worst year to be 
alive,’ at https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/11/why-536-was-worst-year-be-alive#, gives 
additional detail on these incredible events, including the statement that the volcanic eruption 
happened, “in Iceland spewed ash across the Northern Hemisphere early in 536.  Two other massive 
eruptions followed, in 540 and 547.” 
 
One thing this author has learned about doing ancestral research, is that the portal of life throughout 
the Earth’s history is quite small for human generations to have passed through.  It’s amazing if you 
think about it, that humanity itself, has made it this far, without becoming extinct, knowing that many 
human ancestral lines no longer exist.  At https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extinction, it says “more than 
99% of all species, amounting to over five billion species, that ever lived on Earth are estimated to 
have died out.”  Our Haner clan is part of this incredible story.  The finding of the Heiner Tribe 
contributes greatly to our Haner clan and humanity’s historical story. 


